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From the Editor
A Strategy for One’s Life

I
Illustrating this month’s Spotlight
package is Michael Johansson, a
Sweden-based artist who combines
everyday objects in provocative ways,
sometimes as if they were model kits.
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ischemic stroke. Because of the speed

ambition’s standard pursuits.

with which he received medical

It’s one of the most resonant works

ABOVE
Engine Bought Separately—Hugin II, 2007
hair dryer, welded metal frame, spray paint
0.6 x 0.75 x 0.1 m

Yet as Clay continues to work on

treatment—less than an hour after the
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stroke occurred—and the diligence

just after we posted it, hundreds of

he is putting into his rehabilitation,
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read it, and commentators around the
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world were inspired by Clay’s message.

recovery is expected. We all hope it

On August 3 David Brooks wrote a

will be rapid. In the meantime, we’ve

column in the New York Times urging
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prescription for “what you might call
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dozen HBR articles—including the
seminal 2000 piece “Meeting the
Challenge of Disruptive Change”—
and seven books, including The Innovator’s Dilemma (Harvard Business
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